Combining the reliable edge feature points and area similarity, the fast stereo matching algorithm using edge traction was presented. First, find valid disparity set of feature points and traverse combinations of adjacent points' disparities, obtain the valid disparity set of featureless points using dynamic program, then, generate the initial sparse disparity space using area similarity. The algorithm reduces the computation complexity of disparity space and decreases the possibility of mismatching illusion. Under the uniqueness constraint, integral dense disparity map and occlusion area can be obtained by collision detection. Experiment on real visual images is performed to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of this algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
The stereo matching is used for obtaining reliable, dense and smooth disparity maps. The area-based methods can produce dense disparity map ^^^^^\ but the match is very sensitive to noise and light reflection. The featurebased methods can obtain highly reliable match of the feature points ^^^^"^^^ but dense disparity map is available only by interpolation.
For the research of moveable machine with visual system, real-time is more required then high precision. In this paper, we present a fast stereo algorithm using edge traction. Combining area-based and feature-based methods can produce more precise disparity map. Relatively reliable edge is used to restrict the calculation of disparity scope of featureless points, which also helps to decreases the possibility of mismatch illusion when detect occlusion area. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we provide experimental data from a real image pair. Conclusion is drawn at last.
FAST STEREO MATCHING USING EDGE TRACTION
Edge feature points are relatively less sensitive to noise. We use the LoG method to get the feature image F {x,y) , Construct a feature point label set:
The n is the number of feature points, j . is the valid disparity set of feature point /. Disparities outside the label set are considered as forbidden area. The valid disparity set of featureless point can be obtained by the assortment of disparities of the adjacent feature points using dynamic program. Assume {x^,y) 6 F and (x^,j^) E F are adjacent feature points. Define left compatible sequence L and right compatible sequence R.: -^d,,d^ej\,d,ej\fi<j<N} (2)
We use dynamic compatibility to match two sequences. Let //(Z,i?) represents the total minimal accumulated distortion distances. For /. E Z , r.eR, their distortion distance h(l.,rj) is absolute value of difference. According to the continuity constraint, the result of compatibility matching is monotonic increasing. If//(/.,r^) is the minimal accumulated distortion distance at (/., ^y), the new distance value can be defined as: //(/•,r') = min{//(/,,r.) + /z(/,",r.),//(/,,r^.) + 2/?(/,",r,,,), //(/,., r.) + /^(/,,r.,,)}
The final minimal accumulated distortion distance is:
M -\-N
Traveling through all the assortments of j^ and j \ , we can find out the valid disparity set of each featureless point. Area outside the valid disparity set is also defined as forbidden area. Based on the valid disparity set of each point, the disparity space with sparse match values can be constructed. Most methods traverse all disparities and pixels to construct the disparity space ™^\ For MxN gray image, WxW correlative window and D maximal disparity, their computation complexity is 0(MxNxW xD) , a computation complexity of this algorithm was reduced to 0(M x NxD ) .
Define In General, points in occlusion area have smaller match values along their line of sight. The point with the highest match value, if had conflict on its left line of sight, is marked as unmatchable point. When all the points which have a larger match values than threshold are marked as unmatchable points, they can be determined as occlusion area. Otherwise, disparity with the highest match value could be the final matching disparity. In many instances, there are some feature points between occluded areas, it restricts valid disparity scope of featureless points and avoid mismatching illusion when search incorrect area with high match values.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have applied the algorithm to the corridor images from Carnegie Mellon University. Figure 1(a) , (b), and (e) show the image pair and its ground-truth disparity map. Figure 1(c) shows the image of feature image by LoG Filter with cr = 0.5 . Disparity map of edge feature points was shown in 1(d). Figure 1(f) shows the disparity map as a result. Black areas in the disparity map are detected occlusions. Running time was only 3.2s for decreasing valid disparity scope and processing without iteration. Table 1 shows the statistics data of the experiment. 
CONCLUSION
In the algorithm, the edge feature point restricted valid disparity set of the featureless points under the uniqueness and continuity constraint. There are the following advantages. First, Computational complexity and searching area was reduced. Efficiency of matching was improved for request of realtime processing. At last, searching along the lines of sight and threshold of match value can determine occlusion and avoid illusion in a certain extent.
